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Abstract— This paper discusses modeling and sim-
ulation issues associated with the stochastic behavior
of a special type of a computer worm called a
Random Constant Scanning (RCS) worm. Although
these worms propagate by randomly scanning net-
work addresses to find hosts that are susceptible to
infection, traditional RCS worm models are funda-
mentally deterministic. A density-dependent Markov
jump process model for RCS worms is presented
and analyzed. Conditions are shown for when worm
models can safely ignore some stochastic proper-
ties of RCS worm propagation. A computationally
simple hybrid deterministic/stochastic model for the
observed scanning behavior on a local network due
to the global propagation of an RCS scanning worm
is also presented and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A computer worm is a piece of malicious code
that can spread automatically over a computer
network without the need for human intervention.
Due to this automatic propagation, worms can
potentially spread on the Internet with staggering
speed and cause damage on the order of bil-
lions of dollars [5, 6]. A special type of a worm,
called a Random Constant Scanning worm (RCS
worm for short) propagates by continually scanning
randomly selected Internet addresses in attempts
to infect other hosts. When an Internet address
has been selected for scanning, the infected host
attempts to transmit infectious packets to a host
at the selected address. If the targeted host is
susceptible to the infection, then, upon receiving
the infectious packets, that host becomes infected
and the scanning and infection process continues at
both hosts. This branching behavior of the worm
infection process causes the fantastic propagation
speeds observed during attacks from RCS worms
such as CodeRed1v2 and Slammer.

From data collected from previous worm attacks
it has been found that the deterministic simple epi-
demic model ([4]) can effectively capture aspects
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of the behavior of an RCS worm epidemic’s prop-
agation [5, 6, 10]. However, the underlying propa-
gation behavior of RCS worms is fundamentally
stochastic in nature. It has even been noted in the
literature that due to the random nature in which
an RCS worm spreads, there could be variabil-
ity between the overall propagation rates of RCS
worm epidemics for worms with similar propa-
gation properties [7, 12]. To the best knowledge
of the authors there has been no work analyzing
the stochastic properties of RCS worm epidemics
despite their inherently stochastic behavior.

This paper presents an idealized stochastic prop-
agation model for RCS worms taken from the
literature of epidemiology and public health [1].
The large-scale propagation behavior of an RCS
worm predicted by this model is compared to
the large-scale behavior predicted by the standard
deterministic simple epidemic model.

The deterministic simple epidemic model has
been widely used in the literature as a basis for
developing worm detection methods [9, 11–13]. It
is the hope of the authors that from the analyses of
the stochastic nature of RCS worm propagations
discussed in this paper, more effective automatic
detection methods for these worms might be devel-
oped. Related to this, conditions are also shown in
this paper for when worm models can safely ignore
some stochastic properties of RCS worm propaga-
tion. A hybrid deterministic/stochastic point pro-
cess model for the observed scanning behavior on
a local network due to the global propagation of
an RCS scanning worm is also presented. Such
a model has not been previously discussed in the
literature.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II
establishes the notation used throughout the paper
and presents the well-known deterministic sim-
ple epidemic model. A density-dependent Markov
jump model for worm propagation is introduced
in Section III. Section IV presents a hybrid de-
terministic/stochastic point process model for a
worm’s scanning behavior as observed on a local
network. The paper concludes with a discussion of
the results and possible areas for future research in
Section V.



II. RANDOM CONSTANT SCANNING WORM

PROPAGATION

The underlying properties and notations for the
modeling of RCS worm epidemics are now pre-
sented. It is assumed that in a given network (such
as the Internet) there are n unique host addresses.
Of these addresses, ns ≤ n hosts could potentially
become infected by the worm. The set of potential
hosts is split into infected and susceptible sub-
populations, where I(t) is the number of hosts
which are infected by the worm at time t, and
S(t) is the number of hosts which could become
infected, but are not at the time. Note that due
to the random scanning propagation behavior of
RCS worms, S(t) and I(t) are inherently random
variables. At time 0, (S(0), I(0)) = (s0, i0) where
i0 ≥ 1 is the initial infected population. Due to the
fast dynamics of the epidemics modeled in this
paper and for general simplicity in the model, it
is assumed that infectious hosts are not removed
from the general population, so that for all t ≥ 0,
I(t)+S(t) = ns. However, the results of this paper
can be generalized to the cases of host recovery
and/or removal.

When an infected host attempts to spread the
worm, the addresses selected for scanning are as-
sumed to be selected with a uniform distribution for
mathematical simplicity, but this assumption can
be removed. Therefore, any one infectious packet
sent at time t has probability S(t)

n of being sent
to a susceptible host. It is assumed that an infected
host scans for susceptible hosts at a constant rate β
which is called the infection parameter. Therefore
β
n S(t) is the rate at which an infected host transmits
its infection to susceptible hosts and β

n S(t)I(t) is
the rate at which the infected population transmits
the infection to susceptible hosts.

In order to motivate the discussion of properties
of the stochastic epidemic models studied in this
paper, the deterministic simple epidemic model is
now presented where the variable s(t) is used to
represent the size of the susceptible population at
time t, and the variable i(t) is a similarly defined
deterministic variable which represents the number
of infected individuals at time t. Consequently,
β
n s(t)i(t) is the rate at which the i(t) infected hosts
propagate the epidemic, and

di
dt

=
β
n

s(t)i(t) =
β
n
(ns − i(t))i(t).

With i(0) = i0,

i(t) =
i0ns

i0 +(ns − i0)e−β ns
n t

.

A plot of i(t) vs. t, called the infection curve, for
a model of the CodeRed1v2 epidemic can be seen
in Figure 1 where it is assumed that n = 232 (the
IP address space), ns = 350,000 (an approximation
of the size of the susceptible CodeRed population),
β = 10188 (an approximation of the number of IP
addresses scanned by an infected host scans per
hour) and i0 = 1 (the size of the initial infection).
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Fig. 1. Plot of a Deterministic CodeRed1v2 Propagation
Simulation.

III. STOCHASTIC EPIDEMIOLOGICAL MODEL

FOR SCANNING WORMS

We now introduce a stochastic density-
dependent Markov jump process propagation
model for an RCS worm drawn from the field
of epidemiology [1, 2]. When (S(t), I(t)) = (s, i),
the pair (s, i) can be thought of as the “state”
of the epidemic. Note that due to the infection
propagation, if the propagation process is
at a state (s, i), then the next state must be
(s − 1, i + 1) and the next state after that must
be (s − 2, i + 2) and so on until state (0,ns)
is reached. From (0,ns) no other state can be
reached, so (0,ns) is an absorbing state and almost
surely a time t f in is eventually reached such that
(S(t f in), I(t f in)) = (0,ns).

β
n S(t)I(t) is the rate at

which (S(t), I(t)) = (s, i) goes to (s − 1, i + 1).
This process can be modeled as a jump process
with a jump intensity:

q(sa,ia)(sb,ib) =
{ β

n saia if (sb = sa −1)∧ (ib = ia +1)
0 otherwise

.

This jump process is Markovian because at
state (S(t), I(t)) = (s, i), the current jump intensity
depends only on (s, i) and is independent of the



previous states of the process. Consequently, this
stochastic epidemic propagation process is by def-
inition a density-dependent Markov jump process
because the jump intensity at a state (s, i) depends
on the “densities” of the number of susceptible
hosts s and the number of infected hosts i. Several
important aspects of this subclass of Markov jump
processes are discussed in [1, 3].

Five simulations of a stochastic worm propaga-
tion model with growth parameters similar to that
of the CodeRed1v2 worm and an initial infection
of i0 = 1 can be seen in Figure 2. Note that by
visual inspection, the propagation curves in Figure
2 are approximately the same curve shifted in time.
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Fig. 2. Plot of Five Stochastic CodeRed1v2 Propagation
Simulations.

It has been shown in [1] that the expected values
of the susceptible and infected population sizes in
the stochastic model at time t, (E {S(t)} ,E {I(t)}),
converge almost surely to the susceptible and in-
fected population sizes predicted by the determin-
istic model (s(t), i(t)) as the size of the popu-
lations ns and n increase. Also, the fluctuations
of the susceptible and infected population sizes
in the stochastic model around the deterministic
solution are asymptotically Gaussian. However, as
discussed in [1], it is difficult if not impossible to
find a closed-form expression for the covariance of
a density-dependent Markov jump process. Despite
this, the covariances of worm propagation at vari-
ous time intervals can be easily computed through
simulation. The mean of 100 such CodeRed1v2
epidemic propagation simulations and the variance
of these simulations at various instances of time
can be seen in Figure 3 where initially one host is
infected.

The plots in Figure 3 show that
(E {S(t)} ,E {I(t)}) is approximately the same as
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Fig. 3. Plots of the Mean and Variance of 100 Stochastic
CodeRed1v2 Propagation Simulations.

the deterministic simulation (s(t), i(t)) as seen
in Figure 1, but the variance of the stochastic
epidemic simulations is potentially very large.
With this in mind, consider the first plot of Figure
4 which shows five stochastic simulations of the
propagation of a worm with growth parameters
similar to that of the CodeRed1v2 worm where
initially half of the susceptible population is
infected. The variances computed from 100 such
simulations can be seen in the second plot.
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Fig. 4. Plots of 5 Stochastic CodeRed1v2 Propagation
Simulations and the Variance of 100 Stochastic CodeRed1v2
Propagation Simulations.

As can be seen from the first plot of Figure 4, the
various simulations of the epidemic propagations
are effectively identical. This is also indicated in
the variance plot of Figure 4. The maximum vari-
ance of these simulations where initially half of the
susceptible population is infected is several orders
of magnitude less than the maximum variance of



the simulations where the initial infection is one
as in Figure 3. Although the propagation curves
seen in Figure 2 are nearly identical, there can be
differences on the order of hours in the amount of
time it takes a worm epidemic to infect half of the
susceptible population.

Define Ti j to be a random variable which rep-
resents the amount of time the infection process
is in state (s j, i j). Ti j is exponentially distributed
with mean n

β(ns−i j)i j
and variance ( n

β(ns−i j)i j
)2.

Note that maxi j(Var(Ti j)) =
(

n
β

)2(
1

(ns−1)2

)

and

mini j(Var(Ti j)) =
(

n
β

)2(
4
n4

s

)

.
Let ia, ib ∈ {1, . . . ,ns} be such that ib > ia and

let Tiaib be a random variable that represents the
amount of time it takes a stochastic infection
propagation process to go from state (sa, ia) to
state (sb, ib). By definition, Tiaib = ∑ib−1

i j=ia Ti j . Tiaib
is not necessarily exponentially distributed, but a
closed-form expression for its probability distribu-
tion function exists. Relevant to the discussions in
this paper,

E{Tiaib} =
ib−1

∑
i j=ia

E{Ti j} =
n
β

ib−1

∑
i j=ia

1
(ns − i j)i j

and

Var(Tiaib) =
ib−1

∑
i j=ia

Var(Ti j)

=

(

n
β

)2 ib−1

∑
i j=ia

(

1
(ns − i j)i j

)2

.

Although it is not demonstrated here for the
sake of brevity, it can be shown that E{T1 ns

2
} =

n
βns

[C + ln(ns −1)+ f (n)] where C 6= 0 is a con-
stant and f (n) ∈ O(1/n). Note that this closed-
form expression for E{T1 ns

2
} is not equal to the

expression n
βns

ln(ns −1), the same value predicted
by the deterministic model in Section II. More
quantitatively, for the epidemic parameters used to
generate the simulations of the CodeRed1v2 worm
in the plots shown above, E{T1 ns

2
} differs from

n
βns

ln ns−1
1 by over half an hour. This is due to the

fact that both the deterministic and stochastic mod-
els are different abstractions of the same underlying
process where the deterministic model assumes a
continuous state process, which is not a completely
accurate reflection of the underlying behavior of
a worm’s propagation. However, it can be shown
through the application of l’Hôpital’s rule that as ns

increases, then E{T1 ns
2
} approaches n

βns
ln(ns −1).

Now consider Figure 5, which shows plots of
E{Ti j} vs. i j and Var(Ti j) vs. i j on semilog scales.

Note that both of the plots in Figure 5 are bowl-
shaped. Note also that the bowl-shaped curve of
Var(Ti j) vs. i j in Figure 5 has a relatively flat
bottom with steep sides. At initialization, when I(t)
is close to 0, there is potentially large variation
in the evolution of I(t) as indicated in Figure
5 (hence the observed time-shifting.) However,
an epidemic’s growth pattern is relatively stable
once the epidemic has been established on a large
enough portion of the susceptible population and
there is still a relatively large number of susceptible
hosts left to infect.

For an RCS worm epidemic to be a threat to the
Internet, ns, the size of the susceptible population,
should be relatively large (on the order of several
thousand or more hosts). If this holds then n4

s
will be very large compared to (ns − 1)2 and
hence mini j(Var(Ti j)) will be much smaller than
maxi j(Var(Ti j)). This indicates that VarTiaib

will
be relatively small when 0 << ia and ib << ns

compared to VarTiaib
when ia is close to 0 or ib

is close to ns. This explains why the propagation
simulation curves in Figure 2 appear to be the same
curve shifted in time.
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Fig. 5. Plot of the mean and variance of the inter-state jump
intervals for a CodeRed1v2 worm.

This analysis of VarTiaib
indicates that excluding

the early and late growth stages of an epidemic
and the “time-shifting” effects due to the proba-
bility distribution on Tiaib , simulations of a worm’s
propagation using the deterministic and stochastic
models are effectively equivalent when ns is suffi-
ciently large. Therefore, the possible variability in
the stochastic propagation of RCS worm epidemics
mentioned in [7, 12] is surprisingly minor if these
effects can be ignored. We believe that this dis-
tinction for when the deterministic model can be
used in place of the stochastic model has not been



previously noted in the Internet worm literature.

IV. OBSERVED LOCAL SCANNING MODEL

We now introduce a new hybrid model for the
scanning behavior of a global RCS worm epidemic
observed on a local network. Let random variables
τ1,τ2,τ3, . . . represent the times at which scans due
to the worm are observed on the local network. For
computational simplicity this hybrid model uses the
deterministic simple epidemic model to describe
the large-scale global propagation behavior, but a
stochastic model to generate τ1,τ2,τ3, . . . based on
the current state of the large-scale propagation.
Below it is described how and when this particular
combination of deterministic and stochastic behav-
ior can be justified as an accurate representation of
the observed worm scanning behavior.

Let nt be the number of unique addresses in
the local network. Because it is assumed that
the addresses selected for scanning by infected
hosts are assumed to be selected with a uniform
distribution, every scanning attempt by an infected
host during the epidemic is a Bernoulli trial with
probability nt/n of successfully scanning a host
in the set of nt local addresses. Let P1,P2,P3, . . .
be random variables such that for i ∈ {1,2, . . .}, Pi

represents the global number of scans which have
occurred due to the worm up until the time of the
ith successful scan of the local network. By defi-
nition, P1,P2 −P1,P3 −P2, . . . are independent and
geometrically distributed random variables with
equal mean n/nt . Because nt is small compared
to n, P1,P2 −P1,P3 −P2, . . . can be approximated
as exponentially distributed with mean n/nt .

It is now shown how P1,P2 −P1,P3 −P2, . . . can
be used to find τ1,τ2,τ3, . . ., the times at which
scans due to the worm are observed on the local
network. Let P(t) be the random variable which
represents the total number of infection attempts
that have been made due to the epidemic up to
time t using the stochastic model, and let p(t) be
its deterministic approximation. Then,

d p
dt

= βi.

It is already known from the dynamics of the
deterministic epidemic model that

di
dt

=
β
n

si

where s = ns − i. Therefore, by basic mathematical
manipulation,

n
(ns − i)

di = d p.

Consequently,
Z i(p)

i0

n
(ns − i)

di =
Z p

0
d p.

From here it is easy to show that

i(p) = ns −
ns − i0
ep/n

.

Therefore,

dt
d p

=
1

β
[

ns − (ns − i0)e−p/n
]

and

t(p) =
n

βns

[

p
n

+ log

(

ns − (ns − i0)e−p/n

i0

)]

.

If p scans have occurred due to the worm globally,
then t(p) represents the time at which the pth scan
occurred under the assumption of epidemic propa-
gation dynamics modeled by the simple epidemic
model.

With t(p), a model can now be presented to
generate the times τ1,τ2,τ3, . . . at which scans due
to the worm are observed on the local network.
Recall that P1,P2 − P1,P3 − P2, . . . are indepen-
dently exponentially distributed and can therefore
be generated using standard methods. Therefore,
values for P1,P2 −P1,P3 −P2, . . . can be used to
generate P1,P2,P3, . . . and then, using the t(p)
function, τ1 = t(P1),τ2 = t(P2),τ3 = t(P3), . . .. An
example of τ1,τ2,τ3, . . . values generated for the
CodeRed1v2 model with nt = 15 can be seen in
Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Plot of Infectious Packet Arrival Times for a
CodeRed1v2 worm with nt = 15.

We describe next how this hybrid model can be
justified as an accurate representation of the locally
observed behavior due to a worm epidemic when



the variability in the initial propagation of a worm
described in Section III can be ignored.

If it is assumed that ns >> i0, then

i(p) = ns

(

1−
1

ep/n

)

.

It was shown above that E{P1} = n/nt . This
therefore shows that

i(E{P1}) = ns

(

1−
1

e1/nt

)

.

Note that Ti(E{P1}) is the amount of time it would
take a stochastic epidemic process to transition
to the next state from i(E{P1}), the size of the
global infection when the first infectious packet
is expected to be observed locally. Substituting
i(E{P1}) into the equation for Var(Ti j),

Var(Ti(E{P1})) =

(

n
β

)2 1

n4
s

(

e−1/nt (1− e−1/nt )
)2

Recall that Var(Ti(E{P1})) represents the vari-
ance in the amount of time it takes the stochastic
epidemic propagation process to jump from state
i(E{P1}) to i(E{P1})+1. Therefore, Var(Ti(E{P1}))
gives an indication of the stability of the epidemic’s
propagation when the first scan due to the worm
is observed on the local network. If Var(Ti(E{P1}))
is relatively small, then the epidemic has been
sufficiently established on the global network such
that the deterministic simple epidemic model will
accurately represent its future large-scale growth.

Recall that maxi j(Var(Ti j)) =
(

n
β

)2(
1

(ns−1)2

)

and

mini j(Var(Ti j)) =
(

n
β

)2(
4
n4

s

)

. Therefore, if ns is
relatively large or nt is relatively small, as is gen-
erally assumed, then Var(Ti(E{P1})) is on the same
order of magnitude as mini j(Var(Ti j)). Hence, if
ns is relatively large or nt is relatively small, then
the first infectious packet is expected to be sent
to an addresses on the local network when the
underlying stochastic worm epidemic process is
in a relatively stable region of growth with little
variance in the growth dynamics. This also means
that there is unlikely to be any observations of
scanning behavior on the local network when the
deterministic model is not as good a representation
of the worm’s growth dynamics. Therefore, if the
exact starting time of the worm propagation is not
known, then the deterministic epidemic model is an
effective representation of the stochastic epidemic
process under these conditions, and the hybrid
observation model would likewise be an effec-
tive representation of the local observation process
τ1,τ2,τ3, . . . when nt is small and ns is large.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper has discussed issues associated with
the idealized stochastic properties of RCS worm
epidemics. A density-dependent Markov jump pro-
cess model for the large-scale propagation behavior
of these worms has been presented, which is some-
thing that has not previously been covered in the
worm literature. Several commonly satisfied condi-
tions are presented, under which the variability in
the stochastic propagation of RCS worm epidemics
predicted in [7, 12] can be ignored. A hybrid deter-
ministic/stochastic model for the observations of a
worm’s scanning behavior on a local network has
also been presented and discussed.

It is the hope of the authors that the worm
modelling methods contained herein will aid in the
development of better automated worm detection
methods. For instance, the hybird worm propaga-
tion model presented in this paper is used in [8] to
analyze the optimal RCS worm detection methods
under idealized conditions.
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